B-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia (BCP-ALL) is the most common malignancy in childhood, arising from aberrant expansion of B cell precursors in the bone marrow. Five-year survival rates exceed 85% with modern therapies, however survival following relapse remains a significant problem and leading cause of cancer-related mortality in childhood.^[1](#CIT0001)^ Predicting patients at risk for relapse involves a combination of clinical characteristics, prognostic somatic mutations and early response to therapy.^[2](#CIT0002)^ Current treatment protocols are risk-stratified such that patients are assigned a treatment intensity based on their perceived risk of relapse. These risk prediction metrics are imperfect and more than half of relapses occur in patients not classified as high-risk.^[3](#CIT0003)^ Whereas about 2-5% of patients die due to toxicities of treatment.^[4](#CIT0004)^

There is debate as to whether resistant populations of cancer cells are present at the time of diagnosis or develop under the pressure of therapy; many studies have suggested that it is the former.^[5](#CIT0005),[6](#CIT0006)^ During remission, cancer cells are rendered to an undetectable amount, consequently, if prognostically predictive populations exist, it is reasonable to assume that these cells are a rare subset of the bulk tumor cells. For this reason, high-throughput analysis of single cells in BCP-ALL patients are required to achieve a better understanding to cell types resistant to conventional therapy.

In this work, Good et al. performed single-cell studies of diagnostic leukemic samples with the goal of identifying cell populations associated with future relapse.^[7](#CIT0007)^ The authors used mass cytometry to profile 60 BCP-ALL diagnostic patient samples and 5 healthy donor samples using a 35-antibody panel which included phenotypic, functional and transcription factors involved in the development of B-cells. To overcome intratumoral and intrapatient heterogeneity, Good et al. presented an innovative approach to study BCP-ALL based on the alignment of each cancer cell to it's most similar healthy stage of B-cell development. Using this developmental classification, the authors identified the transitional populations between the pre-pro-B and pre-BI states to be expanded in BCP-ALL patients compared to healthy donors.^[7](#CIT0007)^

Applying machine learning to the proteomic features of the expanded populations, they constructed a predictive model of relapse termed Developmentally Dependent Predictor of Relapse (DDPR) able to accurately predict time to relapse in a retrospective analysis of the cohort.^[7](#CIT0007)^ The model implicated six cellular features, confined to the pro-BII and pre-BI populations, to be associated with future relapse. In particular, patients who would go on to relapse had aberrant pre-B cell Receptor signaling assessed by increased levels of phosphorylated spleen tyrosine kinase (pSYK) and phosphorylated c-AMP responsive element-binding protein (pCREB) as well as aberrant mTOR signaling with increase expression of phosphorylated 4E binding-protein 1 (p4EBP1) and phosphorylated ribosomal protein S6 (prpS6) within these developmental subpopulations. Interestingly analysis of paired samples from 7 patients at diagnosis and relapse revealed the persistence of these cells and their predictive features at the relapse. Excitingly, using DDPR as a clinical risk prediction tool, it performed well to identify patients at high risk for future relapse but moreover, DDPR augmented the prediction power of currently used methods of clinical risk prediction. This suggests utility in patient care if DDPR is able to be more widely adopted.

Together these data suggest that the pre-pro-B to pre-BI transition is the most vulnerable to malignant transformation in BCP ALL. It has been previously demonstrated that across these developmental populations in healthy B-cells, two important coordination points occur: the pro-B and pre-B checkpoints.^[8](#CIT0008)^ At the pro-B checkpoint, signaling through the IL-7 receptor via the JAK/STAT and PI3K/mTOR pathways enforces pro-survival signals as B-cells attempt to rearrange the immunoglobulin heavy chain. The second coordination point occurs following heavy chain rearrangement to determine if it was productive and if they may proceed through differentiation. This checkpoint involves signaling through the pre-B cell receptor.^[8](#CIT0008)^

DDPR predictive features suggested that patients who will relapse have aberrant activation of the signaling networks important in cells phenotypically similar to those at the coordination points.^[7](#CIT0007)^ These cells are resistant to conventional chemotherapy and are enriched, specifically for the pre-BI cells, at time of relapse ([Figure 1](#F0001)). The signaling phenotypes identified by DDPR are potentially targetable using PI3K/mTOR inhibition and ABL/SRC inhibition. More mechanistic studies will inform how BCP-ALL exploits these pathways to understand why these developmental cell types are vulnerable to leukemogenesis and treatment resistance. Understanding such mechanisms will allow integration of the biologic and clinical parameters to identify optimal treatment for each patient. Finally, the performance of DDPR is promising to improve risk stratification and treatment decisions for patients.10.1080/23723556.2018.1472057-F0001Figure 1.Single-cell developmental classification and DDPR prediction to model relapse in BCP-ALL.At diagnosis, expanded leukemic cells have the closest phenotypic similarity to cells across the pre-pro-B to pre-BI transitional populations of normal B-cell development. BCP-ALL cells with distinct cellular features and the highest phenotypic similarity to pro-BII and pre-BI cells exist at diagnosis in patients who will go on to relapse. Specifically, pro-BII-like cells with high basal activation of either prpS6 or 4EBP1, and pre-BI-like cells with high basal activation of SYK and lack of CREB and rpS6 response to pre-B cell receptor engagement. These cells exist at diagnosis but persist despite the pressure of treatment to mediate eventual relapse.

[^1]: Color versions of one or more of the figures in the article can be found online at [www.tandfonline.com/kmco](http://www.tandfonline.com/kmco).
